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It’s June 8th, 2009, a little girl and her family are on a trip visiting all the coastal towns of
Alaska. The first town you stop in is Juneau. Where you can visit the ice glaciers, go dog
sledding, shopping in local towns, and maybe even grab a bite of fresh-caught king crab from the
Pacific Ocean. As we travel to our first destination to see the glaciers, you are greeted by a local
tour guide who takes you around the glacier park explaining the ever-changing wonder behind
the glaciers. Just as our tour was about to end, you hear this crackling sound, and you start to
look around, asking yourself “Where is that sound coming from?”. After a few minutes, your
eyes then set upon an ice glacier where there was an enormous chunk of ice that broke off and
fell into the surrounding water. Now, being only 10 years old at the time, the little girl didn’t
think much of “Why did part of the ice glacier break off? Does this have to do with global
warming and or human-related activities? Or what happens to the arctic animals affected by the
melting glaciers as their habitat is physically depreciating right before their eyes?” At the time
the little girl didn’t think of those questions, rather she was more fascinated and astonished at the
glaciers decent. For she didn’t know the devastating effects melting glaciers could have on the
arctic animals living nearby, human life, and the surrounding environment.
Ice glaciers are essentially a large piece of ice floating both above and below a body of
water that can extend for miles upon miles, occupying about 11% of the Earth’s total land
surface (Britannica, 2021). Glaciers can often be found on nearly every continent including
Antarctica, Greenland, Africa, and both North & South America. However, in order for these
glaciers to exist, there must be certain climatic conditions present in the surrounding
environment. First, glaciers must be found above the snow line in regions where winters have a
high amount of snowfall and cold temperatures, followed by cool, summer temperatures that are
not too hot. These ideal conditions allow for the maximum amount of snowfall to accumulate in
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winter, whilst slowing down the melting process in the summer overall aiding in the glacier’s
survival. Generally, if there is more snow accumulation within winter, there will be less melting
or calving. Quite similarly, if the snow on the glacier survives throughout the summer, then it
creates a layer called a firn, which is a thickening mass of granular snow that has not yet been
compressed into the glacier (National Snow and Ice Data Center, 2021). While their beauty is
exquisite to look at, the main purpose that glaciers serve in today’s environment is assisting the
ocean currents flow and sustaining some of the largest rivers and lakes in the world. But what
exactly happens when these glaciers stop growing and begin to melt? How does this affect the
arctic animals that rely on glaciers as their natural habitat? Well, as a matter of fact many of our
critical rivers and lakes dry up, ocean currents would stop circulating, therefore bringing massive
storms among us. There wouldn’t be any glacial residue left, meaning we wouldn’t be able to
provide fertile soil for growing crops, and lastly, there would be no freshwater left for humans,
plants, or even the arctic animals to drink. As for the animals, they are losing their habitats right
before their eyes left with no protection from other predators and hunters, struggling to find food
sources, and are experiencing more interactions with humans, sometimes even leading to lethal
outcomes.
“In the arctic, as sea ice melts, arctic wildlife like [the penguins and arctic foxes] are
losing their home and polar bears are spending more time on land, causing higher rates of
conflict between people.” (Hancock, 2021). The animals that are constantly being threatened of
losing their habitats include both those that live on land and in the ocean. Some most common
land animals include the polar bear, penguins, and arctic foxes VS. the ocean animals which
include the Orca, Beluga Whale, and the Saimma Ringed Seal.
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Polar bears are found in the arctic region who are “uniquely adapted to thrive on sea ice
and are dependent on its platform for hunting seals, seasonal movements, summer refuge,
traveling to ice or terrestrial refuge areas, finding mates, and breeding.” (Stirling & Deorcher,
2007). Due to the sea ice melting, the polar bears are forced to fast and spend more time on land
until the sea ice freezes again in autumn. With global warming present, polar bears have a
difficult time to adjusting their harvest rate when the ice is breaking up earlier and freezing later.
“Ecological studies show evidence that polar bears [have been forced] to spend more time
foraging for berries and seabird eggs, which are lower quality foods that require greater effort to
obtain.” (Encyclopedia Britannica, 2022). Polar bears in general stalk and search for ringed
seals, bearded seals, and other pinnipeds. Yet for polar bears, its not just the fact that they can’t
find sources of food and not adapt well to the ever- changing environment, it’s their habitat loss
that remains the most critical concern.
Penguins located in the southern hemisphere are highly vulnerable to changes in climate
and ocean temperature including global warming. For their survival, penguins often compete
with whales for krill, squid, and cuttlefish as their primary food sources. By being adapted for
rapid locomotion in the water, they are able to get away from their competitors very fast. But if
there isn’t glacial ice present and land predators begin to hunt the penguins on land, “[The
Penguins won’t be able to ‘Toboggan’ on snow or ice, sliding on their belly as they propel
themselves with their feet and flippers.” (Encyclopedia Britannica, 2022). Yet without glacial
ice present their predators will be able to catch up to them very fast. Another point to be noted is,
“Penguins forms colonies in May, lay their eggs in June, and don’t fledge chicks until the end of
December, so they need that ice to stay in place during all that time, and has to be reliable.”
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(Liao, 2019). Not even soon after the chicks hatch, the ice will start breaking before they have
developed their waterproof coat, therefore decreasing the penguin survival rate overall.
Arctic Foxes can mainly be found in the arctic region on tundra or mountains near the
sea. Arctic foxes feed on whatever animal or vegetable material is available and often follow
polar bears who leave behind the remains of their kills. Their habitat is being threatened by
means of “The treeline is moving further north as the tundra retreats - so they're increasingly
crossing paths with their tundra dwelling relatives [The Red Foxes]. Red foxes are twice the size
of Arctic foxes and not only compete for prey but can take their dens by killing or chasing them
away.” (WWF, 2022). It’s not just the increased contact with the Red Foxes, but other predators
involve polar bears, wolves, and humans for hunting their fur. Just like the polar bears and
penguins, arctic foxes too use the sea ice to travel from continent to continent in search of food
and other populations. “During winter, most arctic foxes do not migrate… but for the small
proportion that do migrate, melting sea ice is an even bigger problem.” (Kieren, 2022). In
essence, the melting glacial ice is like a double-edged sword for any arctic animal, both land and
ocean habitats since they are unable to retrieve their food for survival and overall build dens as
their homes.
Now onto our ocean animals, the Orcas, also known as Killer Whales, are essentially
located in the Northern Pacific Ocean, North Atlantic Ocean, and also some within the Southern
Hemisphere. Orcas normally steer clear of ice to avoid entrapment and suffocating, but with all
the glacial ice melting, one might think this is better for them, right? Well, actually with the
increase in melting glacial ice, they are starting the venture further into the Arctic, and
swimming in the cold water becomes “difficult to navigate through ice-covered sea in that the
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tall dorsal fins on their backs [prevents them from plowing] through the ice.” (Harvey & E&E
News, 2021).
Next, we have Beluga Whales, who are home to the coastal waters of the Arctic Ocean,.
They struggle with a variety of different factors affecting their oceanic habitat. Belugas detect
and respond to the presence of ice breaking ships and offshore drilling from great distances. Yet
these sounds often disrupt the Belugas behavior impairing their ability to communicate with
other oceanic wildlife. Due to “Loss of sea ice and increased ocean temperatures this affects
distribution, composition, and productivity of prey communities… and as weather patterns
become more unpredictable and extreme due to climate change… other arctic whales will
become more susceptible to ice entrapment.” (Reeves, 2009). As of right now, we don’t know
how well the Beluga Whales adapt to the constantly changing environmental conditions. But
what we do know is when the waters become warmer affecting the oceanic patterns of
circulation, and nutrient input change, Beluga Whales begin to move to the Arctic where they
weren’t present there before. If this happens, seals and other predators will directly compete with
Belugas for food sources. In addition to this, Orcas may have a slightly more increased
opportunity to prey on the Belugas. Either way both situations cause negative effects on the
current Beluga populations.
Last but not least, we have the Saimma Ringed Seal who lives near “pack ice” which is
also known as a large piece of floating ice driven together into a continuous mass. Saimma
Ringed Seal don’t particularly have a problem with their food resource allocation seen as they
feed on crustaceans, mollusks, and other kinds of fish. However, they are very similar to the
Polar Bear’s habitat situation in that they both depend on the glacier ice and snowy surface in
winter for traveling, building birthing dens with their mates, where they will raise their seal pups
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and cubs, hunt/locate their food for survival overall. Yet as the ice decreases many will be forced
to travel farther for food, spending more time on land leading the seal pups and polar bear cubs
to fast for longer periods and experience an increased likelihood of encounters with humans from
a young age.
As illustrated from above, we can see that because of our humanly actions, over time we
have began to strip away the homes of some among many other arctic animals. To date there
isn’t much relocation or rehoming solutions because we are unsure of how these animals will be
able to adapt in new environments and their overall survival rate. For arctic animals in general
who are affected by the glaciers melting, “Additional concerns arise from using model
projections to estimate future population trends… because they cannot account for unknown but
likely fluctuations in environmental conditions.” (Stirling & Deorcher, 2007). Shockingly, yes
that is true. There are not as accurate, up-to-date methods for tracking the populations of these
arctic animals. Due to the lack of population records of these arctic animals, “Projections [have
been inferred in relation to the] shifts in species distributional ranges under future climate
change.” (van Beest, et al., 2021). As a result of the lack of tracking methods used for
populations of the arctic animals, they are beginning to wander away from their original habitats,
just to search and hunt for food primarily. If we don’t begin to keep track of the populations, let
alone change our everyday humanly actions within the urban, industrial, and agricultural areas,
the glaciers will melt further destroying and harshly affecting the home of many arctic animals,
not just the ones mentioned here.
Now that we know which animals are most impacted by the glaciers melting, what
exactly is causing the glaciers to melt? The central reason for glacier melt is global warming
along with other various components factoring into the causation. The first major component is
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1) human activity, followed by 2) warming of the oceans, and finally, 3) oil & gas drilling.
Human activity involves carbon emissions originating from businesses such as manufacturing
plants and daily transportation. Now when businesses manufacture a product, they burn fossil
fuels to produce everyday items. With this continuous production of goods and products, there is
an increase in CO2 getting trapped in the atmosphere overall raising the global temperature. The
same effect goes for humans relying more on their own individual transportation to get to places,
whether it’s to go to Starbucks for a quick coffee, work, college, traveling, etc. Almost all of us
today would agree we prefer to take our own time getting to our destination rather than taking
public transportation, because it provides us personal freedom, convenience, and flexibility, a
sense of privacy. However, the drawback to driving our own car to our final destination
“accounts for 29% of all greenhouse gas emissions in the U.S… but when people ride together
on rail systems such as subways and metros, they produce 76% fewer emissions per mile than
the average vehicle.” (PSECU, 2019). In essence, “We are currently at a global surface
temperature operating 0.81°C (1.46°F) above the 20th century average of 14.8°C (58.6°F).”
(NOAA National Center for Environmental Information, 2021). If both CO2 and the average
global temperature continue to rise at their current rate, it won’t be long before all of our glaciers
will vanish 100%.
The second component that factors into the causation of melting glaciers is the warming
of the oceans. “These large bodies of water absorb 90% of the Earth’s total warmth, meaning that
sea ice floating in the ocean is subject to higher temperatures and naturally melt as a result.”
(Chen, 2020). We all know that as the temperature gets warmer during the summer months, the
surface temperature of water warms up as well. But if we were to put this in a global perspective,
not only does the increasing global temperature cause the glaciers to melt and begin to calve, but
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“Continuous freshwater inputted from glacier melting leads to ocean freshening and sea-level
rise.” (Pan et al., 2022). Freshening of the oceans doesn’t sound as positive impacting as it
seems. The freshening of the water reduces the formation of sea floor, causing glacier retreat
more rapidly after losing grip of the ocean floor, thus having a significant negative impact on the
ocean’s role in regulating the global climate. As a result of all these events, the surface water
density is actually reduced slowing down the ocean currents that carry warm water over various
channels and ultimately stunting the growth of glaciers.
The third component that factors into the causation of melting of glaciers is the burning
of fossil fuels & oil and gas drilling. Just like sunlight becoming trapped within Earth’s
atmosphere warming up our oceans and bodies of water, when we burn fossil fuels, this creates a
similar buildup of greenhouse gases in the environment. Not only does the environment
experience long term effects, but it also contributes to our sea level rising about every 4 meters
over the course of a few centuries (Carrington, 2015). As we continue to burn these fossil fuels
as energy, we are increasing the risk of melting the glaciers that may soon be irreversible. As for
oil and gas drilling, this process is used to extract petroleum oil hydrocarbons to the surface from
the underground reservoirs beneath land and ocean floor(s) by using large drilling machines
(Turgeon, A., & Morse, E., 2018). During the process of extraction, methane is released into
the air at the same time producing an atmosphere that is more detrimental than CO2. Methane
gas is one of many greenhouse gases that retains heat in the Earth’s atmosphere.
A study conducted by Christian Bogdal, a postdoctoral research fellow at the Swiss
Federal Institute of Technology, Zürich, and colleagues in November 1st, 2009, found that
glaciers are releasing toxic pollutants found in great basins where water is used for drinking and
fishing purposes, and simultaneously being transmitted through the circulation of our
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atmosphere. “The substances analyzed included 17 dioxins and furans, 18 polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs), 10 synthetic musk compounds, DDT and two of its transformation products
(DDE and DDD), 4 additional organochlorine pesticides (hexachlorobenzene,
hexachlorocyclohexane, dieldrin, and heptachlor epoxide), and their transformation products,
and polychlorinated naphthalene’s.” (Empa, 2009). These toxic pollutants have the ability to
threaten animal life and their habitats, human health, and environment all deriving from urban,
industrial, and agricultural areas. We don’t visually see these toxic pollutants because sometimes
they are tasteless and odorless just like carbon monoxide, so we don’t actually know that we are
breathing it in. “The evidence to date suggests the release of lead and mercury, concerns areas
including the Arctic region, Antarctica, the Alps, the Himalayas, and the Caucasus, Andes,
Rocky, Cascade, and Sierra Nevada Mountain ranges.” (Empa, 2009).
So, what can we do to further prevent these glaciers from melting and how does this
affect the environment we live in? The actions we can take as humans to further prevent the
glaciers from melting are 1) reducing our carbon footprint per individual, 2) drive less, and
consider other modes of transportation, 3) replacing our combustion engines with hybrid engines
to reduce carbon emissions, 4) and lastly, practicing ecotourism to prevent the “declining
aesthetics or attractiveness of glaciers while some landscapes face the prospect of sustained
decline or even full disappearance. This not only affects glacial cultural appreciation… but it
increases the difficult in entering and experiencing glaciers. Some points of tourism even face
the risk of glacial disaster.” (Wang, S.-J., & Zhou, L.-Y., 2019). All of these actions along
many others will at least slow down the melting of the glaciers, but never halt it completely.
Hence, we need to come together as a community in voicing actionable steps to undo our
problems we created, while ignoring this issue will not change anything. We can tailor these
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additional steps that need to be taken to each of the unique lifestyles we live to allow for the
maximization of results. If anything, we can at least protect what’s left of our magnificent
glaciers from melting and preventing Earthly disasters to protect all living organisms.
By definition of Earthly disasters, we can 1) prevent constant changes in weather
patterns, the ocean’s water currents, and jet streams, and 2) slow the rise of the sea level.
Glaciers often affect weather patterns by forming darker patches of the ocean creating warmer
temperatures that disrupt the patterns of the ocean circulation causing heat to not be transported
into the Northern Hemisphere. In turn, this transports more heat through extreme mid-latitudes
extending to places in the southern border. “Think of it as two highways connecting to big
cities… if one is shut down, the other one gets more traffic. [Likewise] in the atmosphere, the
traffic is the daily weather. So, if the ocean heat transport slows or shuts down, the weather
becomes more extreme.” (University of Arizona, 2021). As for the rising sea levels, this creates
a major risk for cities along any coastline and or continent because this is where the majority of
glaciers are located. When glaciers melt, it not only causes the sea level to rise, but the very
densely cold ice mixing with warm bodies of water will lead to an increase of coastal erosion
which elevates a storm surge. Just like the game to tag the little girl used to play when she was in
elementary school at recess where the little girl would chase her friends around the playground,
and eventually caught up to her friend. Then it was her friends turn to try and tag the little girl.
Quite similarly, this happens in our environment when the warm air and ocean temperatures
circle around one another they eventually create hurricanes and typhoons, however as these
weather outbreaks are more likely to occur, the glaciers will continue to melt away. We aren’t
the only breathing organism that are trying to live on Earth in such conditions that we have
created as a result of our own actions. Which is why us as humans need to correct this issue of
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melting glaciers sooner rather than later, or else we are going to be experiencing some traumatic
changes in both our world and environment.
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